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Dear Parents/ Guardians, 
 
Ref: Varsity Match at Twickenham-Thursday 6th December 2018 
 
Just to remind you that we will be leaving at 7.30am, so the children would need to be at school for 7:25am.  We will be 
hoping to leave Twickenham at approximately 5.00pm and so have an estimated arrival of 9.45pm at school. We will 
keep you informed of our progress via Facebook, Twitter and the school website as we battle around the M25 at rush 
hour!! My twitter address is @MrKeetch and Miss Stewart’s is @ali_winchelsea. 
 
Just a few more items for your attention: 
 
Lunch 
The children will need a packed lunch. It is strongly advised that this is in a disposable bag, with disposable packaging 
(not Tupperware!) so that the children do not have to carry items with them.  Anything the children do bring will be 
entirely their responsibility to carry. Please ensure that bags, bottles, clothing and wallets are all named.  Free school 
meals children have a pack-up provided, although they may bring their own, or any extras. 
 
Spending Money 
There are many souvenir concessions around the ground and the children will have some time to buy mementoes, so 
they will be allowed to bring spending money.  This amount is up to you, although I would think £10 would suffice. We 
will be stopping off at Baldock Services on the way home. Please may I request that you put an additional £5 in a 
named envelope so that the children can buy some food at the services. The envelope can be handed to me for safe 
keeping, this stops the children from spending all their money on flags and programmes and being left without any 
money and ending up hungry. 
 
Bus Journey 
The children should not have chocolate and fizzy drinks. As it is a long journey, I think it fair to allow the children to take 
hand held games or tablets with them, although these are the responsibility of the child.  Any children who might 
suffer from travel sickness need to take their tablets before coming to school in the morning, any further medication 
should be in a named bag or envelope and handed to me.  
 
Clothing 
As this will be an outside event in December, the children will need to be in coats and probably hats and gloves.  They 
will need to wear their Winchelsea uniform.  
 
Asthma 
Please ensure that if your child suffers from asthma, that they have their inhalers with them. 
 
The children do not need their mobile phones. 
 
You may contact the school with any queries and concerns.  
 
Many thanks 
 
 
 
James Keetch 
Class Teacher 

 

All Individuals Matter 

  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


